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The chemistry of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) is believed to be central to
the origin of life question. Contradictions between Cassini–Huygens
mission measurements of the atmosphere and the surface of Sat-
urn’s moon Titan suggest that HCN-based polymers may have
formed on the surface from products of atmospheric chemistry. This
makes Titan a valuable “natural laboratory” for exploring potential
nonterrestrial forms of prebiotic chemistry. We have used theoretical
calculations to investigate the chain conformations of polyimine (pI),
a polymer identified as one major component of polymerized HCN in
laboratory experiments. Thanks to its flexible backbone, the polymer
can exist in several different polymorphs, which are relatively close in
energy. The electronic and structural variability among them is
extraordinary. The band gap changes over a 3-eV range when mov-
ing from a planar sheet-like structure to increasingly coiled conforma-
tions. The primary photon absorption is predicted to occur in a
window of relative transparency in Titan’s atmosphere, indicating
that pI could be photochemically active and drive chemistry on the
surface. The thermodynamics for adding and removing HCN from pI
under Titan conditions suggests that such dynamics is plausible, pro-
vided that catalysis or photochemistry is available to sufficiently
lower reaction barriers. We speculate that the directionality of pI’s
intermolecular and intramolecular =N–H…N hydrogen bonds may
drive the formation of partially ordered structures, some of which
may synergize with photon absorption and act catalytically. Future
detailed studies on proposed mechanisms and the solubility and den-
sity of the polymers will aid in the design of future missions to Titan.
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Saturn’s moon Titan is a carbon-rich, oxygen-poor world with
a wide range of organic compounds, atmospheric energy sources,

and alkane liquid seas—all measured by the remarkably successful
Cassini–Huygens mission (1). The extreme cold puts liquid water out
of reach—buried 50–100 km below a frigid ice crust (2). The lack
of liquid water and presence of liquid hydrocarbons makes Titan a
unique “natural laboratory” for exploring potential nonterrestrial
forms of prebiotic chemistry or, more speculatively, biochemistry,
whose essential biopolymers would differ profoundly from terres-
trial ones (3). Regardless of the specific chemistry involved, life
requires polymorphic molecules that combine flexibility with the
ability to form the organized metastable structures needed for
function, adaptation, and evolution. This, almost certainly, requires
extended molecules capable of intermolecular and intramolecular
hydrogen bonding, but such bonds need not involve oxygen; ni-
trogen is a potential surrogate. Although =N–H. . .N bonds are
weaker than those involving oxygen, their energies are large com-
pared with thermal energy (kT ∼ 0.18 kcal/mol at Titan’s low
temperature, 90–94 K) and intermolecular and intramolecular
bonds need not compete with the strong –O–H. . .O hydrogen
bonds in water, as on Earth. Thus, they might provide the needed
balance between rigidity and polymorphism.
Chemistry in Titan’s atmosphere, which is primarily nitrogen with

an admixture of methane, is driven by solar-UV photons and en-
ergetic particle radiation to produce hydrocarbons and nitrogen-

bearing organics. Cassini–Huygens mission data show that the most
abundant nitrogen-bearing product of the atmospheric chemistry is
hydrogen cyanide (HCN) (4), which is expected to condense into
aerosols that drift down to land and sea. However, HCN has not
been observed to be present on Titan’s surface (5); instead, features
tentatively identified as consistent with acetonitrile (CH3CN) and
cyanoacetylene (HC3N) are observed with the Cassini visible and
infrared mapping spectrometer (VIMS). The interpretations of the
VIMS spectra in terms of specific non-HCNmolecules are reported
by Clark et al. (5) as “possible but not definitive,” because of the
challenge of observing Titan’s surface through the dense atmo-
sphere and the limited resolution of the instrument. The data do
not contradict the view that some or all of the signature is coming
from polymers formed from HCN and, more generally, that
chemistry on the surface is transforming HCN into other mole-
cules and polymers.
HCN is present in comets (6) and is believed to be a key

precursor to the origin of life (7–11). Previous studies have focused
on its capability for abiotic synthesis of oxygen-containing molecules
(e.g., amino acids and polypeptides), but not on the types of
prebiotic chemistry that might occur in oxygen-poor environments.
This, combined with the possibility of experimental tests in future
exploratory missions to Titan, motivates a deeper understanding of
the structure and behavior of HCN polymers and their potential
chemistry on Titan.
Using solution-state multidimensional NMR, He et al. (12)

found that 75% of the HCN-based polymers formed in laboratory
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experiments were polyimine (pI) (Fig. 1). These have a flexible
C–C bonded backbone and =NH groups that provide for in-
terchain and intrachain hydrogen bonding. These polymers may
be present on Titan and escaped detection thanks to observa-
tional conditions that make it difficult to identify them spectro-
scopically (5). Not much is known about them; the only theoretical
studies, conducted decades ago, were of isolated polymers and
dimers, and used methodologies whose accuracy is now greatly
surpassed (13, 14). This contrasts with substituted polyimines/
poly-isocyanides, whose synthesis and conformation have been
extensively studied experimentally, in part because their helical
structures gives them practical and potential importance in
electronics, biosensing, and tailored catalysis (14–16).
Here, we use density functional theory (DFT) to computation-

ally explore potential polymorphs (conformations) and the elec-
tronic structure of pI. A striking coupling between conformation

and electronic band gap is identified, indicating that pI may be able
to absorb a wide spectrum of photons, including those available at
Titan’s surface. This source of energy could potentially be used to
catalyze chemistry relevant to prebiotic evolution, even in the
absence of water.

Results
The potential conformational space of pI is large. We have used
a combination of plane-wave–based DFT and structure pre-
diction algorithms and molecular calculations of isolated 20-mer
models to explore a small but illustrative subset of polymorphs,
differentiated primarily by their carbon backbone N=C–C=N
dihedral angles. Starting from the extreme of a planar chain, we
computationally scanned increasingly coiled conformations,
thereby exploring the most important degree of freedom governing
pI’s structural and electronic properties (Fig. 2). Infinite chains
were studied, and energies per unit HCN were computed and
found to be close in energy for all of the polymorphs (∼1–2 kcal/mol
HCN; Table 1). We also calculated the packing of each chain in
representative 3D lattices. The packed chains had lower energies
due to the additional intermolecular =NH. . .N interactions, but the
relative energies were still close. Moreover, the electronic structure
was only marginally affected. Therefore, for clarity, we focus on
the isolated chains.
Although the differences between the energies of the different

polymorphs reach below the accuracy of the used DFT methodol-
ogy, the results show that the thermodynamic and kinetic confor-
mational flexibility allowed by the carbon–carbon single-bonded

Fig. 1. Lewis structure representation of pI. A flexible single-bonded
carbon backbone and complementary intrachain and interchain hydro-
gen bonding allow for multiple competing 1D conformations and 3D
polymorphs.

Fig. 2. Investigated polyimine single chains 3–8. Unit cell width and nearest N–N distances are shown in angstoms.
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backbone (Fig. 1) ensures that only disordered amorphous materials
will be observed at Earth-ambient temperatures (even if, hypothet-
ically, the polymers were completely monodisperse). At Titan’s much
lower surface temperature, however, specific polymorphs of the
polymer might dominate and even crystallize. As we show below, the
span of properties exhibited by these individual polymorphs are
nothing short of remarkable—each having its own electronic, optical,
and mechanical properties.
We can speculate that, in addition to relying on =N–H. . .N

hydrogen bonding, any prebiotic processes on Titan might benefit,
to some degree, from the dynamic making and breaking of covalent
bonds. This would be advantageous for the assembly of primary
structures (polymers) of reasonably low dispersity. Because of the
low temperature, the first step in gauging the plausible existence of
any such processes on Titan is finding a system with near-equilib-
rium thermodynamics for polymerization and depolymerization.
We have estimated the heat of reaction for pI polymeriza-

tion, pI(∞) + 1 HCN → pI(∞), in the condensed phase,
ΔHr,90K = −5.6 kcal/mol HCN, using a thermodynamic cycle
detailed in SI Appendix. The cycle corrects accurate gas phase
calculations with experimentally known heats of sublimation of
HCN (ΔHsub

0 = 9.0 kcal/mol) and calculated energies of sub-
limation/interaction of the infinite chains [ΔEpI(s)→pI(g) ∼ 1
kcal/mol HCN]. ΔHr,90K = −5.6 is not exact, but we believe it
offers a reasonable approximation to pI chain propagation in
the solid state, or on surfaces where HCN monomers are hy-
drogen bonded before reaction. The Gibbs energy, ΔGr,90K, will
be closer to zero still, due to the negative entropy associated

with polymerization. The relevant activation barrier is unknown;
however, it may be significantly reduced by tunneling, catalysis,
photoexcitation (Fig. 3), or a combination of all three. If the
thermodynamics of polymerization, <5 kcal/mol, were to represent
the kinetic barrier to depolymerization of pI, reactions that shuf-
fled polymer connectivity could proceed within seconds on Titan,
thereby allowing for a dynamic chemical environment. HCN is
from this aspect markedly different from the formally isoelectronic,
and thermodynamically irreversible [ΔHr = −40 kcal/mol (17)]
polymerization of acetylene to polyacetylene, which might also
occur on Titan.
It is beyond the scope of the present work to undertake studies

of explicit reaction mechanisms or processes that may allow for
such dynamics. We would, however, like to point to a few possi-
bilities. What is most striking about pI is the multitude of different
hydrogen-bonded networks possible both within and in-between
polymer chains. Fig. 4A highlights a triad of =NH groups capable
of both donating and accepting hydrogen bonds, a structural unit
not markedly different from an “oxyanion hole” situated in the
active site of many enzymes (18). In enzymes, closely spaced oxy-
anion holes are known to work in tandem to stabilize transition
states of different steps in a chemical transformation (19). Similar
structural motifs are common in various man-made bioinspired
catalysts (20, 21). The different polymorphs we have considered
demonstrate that the alignment of =NH groups can generate large
dielectric moments. This is intriguing for many reasons: electro-
static preorganization is known to occur in many enzymes and
believed to be key to their catalytic function (22). Structures such as
that shown in Fig. 4A might thus be catalytically active, and facil-
itate prebiotic reaction chemistry on Titan.
Quantum tunneling is another possibility. It can be important

for cryogenic reactivity (23), including astrochemistry (24) and
even biochemistry (25), and could play a role in allowing for
chemistry on the surface of Titan.
Photon capture may provide activation energy for, and thereby

synergize with, such catalytic mechanisms. A key question is whether
pI can absorb photons at the wavelengths available on Titan, and
analyzing the electronic structure of pI (Fig. 4 C–E) permits con-
sideration of possible photon-induced low-temperature reactivity of
the different polymorphs.
The electronic structure of polymorph 8 predicts it to have a

band gap of 1.5 eV, which corresponds to a maximum light absorp-
tion in the 830 nm (infrared) range. From this minimum, increasing
of the N=C–C=N dihedral angle widens the band gap, causing
higher energy photons of visible and later UV wavelengths to be
absorbed instead. The lowest energy structure, 7, is predicted to

Table 1. Calculated properties of HCN (1, 2) and 1D pI chains 3–8

Material ΔE*, kcal/mol
Band

gap, eV

N=C–C=N
dihedral
angle, °

1. HCN (g) 17.8 — —

2. HCN (s) 9.6 — —

3. pI threefold helix 1.7 4.5 110
4. pI fourfold helix 2.4 4.3 68
5. pI fivefold helix 4.5 3.8 39
6. pI sixfold helix 2.1 3.5 26
7. pI wave 0.0 2.2 ∼3†

8. pI planar 0.8 1.5 0

*Energies per unit of HCN are from periodic HSE06 calculations, and are
shown relative to the lowest energy structure 7.
†Average value for all N=C–C=N dihedral angles in the unit cell.

Fig. 3. Calculated band gaps of different polymer conformations provide a first approximation to their light absorption maximum (Right). The band gaps of
pI polymorphs span a range of 3 eV and absorb across the entire visible spectrum and into the UV. The lowest energy conformation 7 is estimated to absorb in
a region of relative transparency on Titan (Left). Photons of wavelengths below 480 nm were not measured by Huygens. (Left image reprinted with per-
mission from ref. 26.)
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absorb yellow light in the 560 nm (2.2 eV) region. It is easy to
realize how numerous other chain configurations may enable pI
to access wavelengths across the entire 3-eV range laid out be-
tween the extremes 3 and 8. Fig. 3 compares the calculated range
of possible pI photon absorption with wavelengths corresponding
to regions of relative transparency in Titan’s atmosphere where
more photons reach the surface.
How can we understand the remarkable structure–function

relationship of pI? Fig. 4C displays how the lowest conduction
band runs up (from Γ → X), not down as expected from a
nitrogen-π* band at the zone center Γ. This is due to concurrent
C–C π-bonding at Γ, which weakens as we move Γ → X. The
density of states of chain 8 in Fig. 4D have been projected onto
individual orbital contributions, namely the out-of-plane and
along-chain directional 2p orbitals on nitrogen. The nitrogen 2p
levels dominate the top of the valence band and most of the
bottom of the conduction band, where carbon 2p also contributes
slightly. This explains why changes in the N=C–C=N dihedral
angle affect the overlap of adjacent p orbitals, which in turn
modulate the band gap of pI (Fig. 3). Together with the pro-
jected crystal orbital Hamilton population (pCOHP) bonding
analysis shown in Fig. 4E, it tells us two things: first, partial oc-
cupation of the lowest conduction band weakens C–N bonds and
strengthens the C–C backbone. Occupation of the conduction
band may occur both via chemical reduction or via photochem-
ical excitation. Second, a small in-plane repulsion between adjacent
nitrogen atoms does exists [in agreement with early predictions
by Kollmar and Hoffmann (13)]; it is one reason for distortion
from the planar geometry (e.g., 8 → 7).

Speculations on the Implications of These Results for Life Without
Water. A sine qua non of life is the formation of compartments
allowing local entropy reduction. Although terrestrial biological
compartmentalization is typically achieved using highly evolved
protein shells (viruses) or bilamellar membranes (cells) that
surround 3D volumes, localization of interacting molecules to
(effectively) 2D compartments by polymer monolayers is a sim-
pler possibility and could be important during the early stages of
molecular evolution. The polarity and ability of pI polymers to
form intermolecular hydrogen bonds suggests the possibility that
they might form alkaphobic monolayers in Titan’s alkane-rich
environment—mirroring the hydrophobic Langmuir films formed
by hydrocarbon polymers on Earth. The interaction strength of
∼1 kcal/mol HCN between chains would be adequate to maintain
such secondary structures once formed. At Titan’s low temperatures,
these would be solid; however, because of comparable energies of
different chains conformations (Table 1), they could contain a
mixture of ordered and disordered regions with enough defects to
permit lateral migration and interactions between inserted smaller
molecules. Stacked lamellae, like those formed in crystal melts, is
another possibility (Fig. 4B). Small pI crystals or chain-folded la-
mellae formed during the sedimentation of atmospheric polymers
(i.e., in processes analogous to melt cooling) might nucleate and
template lamellar extension on Titan’s surface. Possibilities like
this, although consistent with the energetic and electronic calcu-
lations presented above, are very speculative and intended as a
suggestion of the kinds of structures that might occur, rather than
a specific prediction. Because they are impossible to form natu-
rally in a warmer world containing water and oxygen, only future

Fig. 4. (A) Chain 6 illustrates that “oxyanion hole”-like catalytic centers, a common feature of many enzymes, is a structural feature of pI. The ability of some
conformations to generate electric fields by the alignment of =NH groups may give rise to dynamic materials capable of catalysis via electrostatic pre-
organization. (B) Predicted 3D lattice of polymorph 6, viewed to resemble a 2D lamella built by individual oligomers. (C) Band structure of planar pI 8 along
the (0.0,0.0,0.0) → (0.5,0.0,0.0) path in the first Brillouin zone. emax denotes the top of the valence band. (D) Density of states showing a band gap of 1.5 eV,
approximating light absorption in the 830-nm infrared region. The charge density projected onto out-of-plane and along-chain atomic 2p-functions on
nitrogen are shown in yellow and blue, respectively. (E) Projected crystal orbital Hamilton population (pCOHP) bonding analysis of nearest neighbors, reveals
a small antibonding N. . .N interaction at the top of the valence band. This explain the energetic preference for the curved structure 7 ahead of the planar
structure 8. The bottom of the conduction band is predominately C=N antibonding, indicating that photon absorption might activate protruding =N–H
groups for reactivity and catalysis.
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exploratory missions to Titan can test the hypothesis that natural
chemical systems evolve chemical complexity in almost any cir-
cumstance (3).
The larger seas of Titan have been determined by radar

sounding to be mostly methane with significant admixtures
(∼10%) of ethane and nitrogen (27, 28). Because HCN is mostly
insoluble in such mixtures (29), it is unlikely that polymers will
form there. Rather, it is more likely that the materials in-
vestigated herein may undergo reactions in tidal pools near the
shores of seas and lakes, where geological activity, tidal effects
associated with Titan’s noncircular orbit, and changes in the
hemispherical distribution of sunlight caused by ∼105-y varia-
tions in Saturn’s orbit could provide a more dynamic environ-
ment (30, 31). Seasonal emptying and refilling of the smaller
liquid “lakes,” such as Ontario Lacus in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, and longer-timescale variations in sea levels associated
with Saturn’s orbital variations, may allow cycling of these ma-
terials between liquid and dry (shoreline) environments, where
they would be well positioned to undergo further chemistry.
Although the densities of the investigated crystals in our work
are in the range of 1.2–1.4 g/cm3 (SI Appendix, Table S1), well
above the expected density of Titan’s seas (0.4–0.7 g/cm3) (32),
defects and lacunae might reduce the density enough to permit
individual or stacked lamellae to float. Copolymerization with acet-
ylene, or heterodispersion of polyacetylene, a somewhat related
polymer [density of ∼0.4 g/cm3 (33)] in pI could further reduce
the density.
Detection of the solid polymers on Titan will be difficult from

remote sensing. Direct chemical analyses on the surface either in
lakes and seas or on the adjacent shorelines by in situ techniques
seems more promising, but will require sending an instrumented
lander to Titan’s surface (34). Laboratory studies of the solubility
and density of pI and other related polymers will aid in the decision
of whether to send such a probe to the seas—where targeting
and sampling is easier—or to the technically more challenging
shoreline/dry environments.

Implications for Chemistry, Functional Materials, and Catalysis.
Whereas we have framed this study from a planetary chem-
ist’s point of view, it is important to realize that different kinds
of poly-isocyanides (poly-RNC, substituents R different from
H) are of interest also in a more general sense. It has been
established that the most common conformation of these
polymers are fourfold sized helices (14–16). This contrasts
with our results, which suggests that a wave conformation and
the possibility of sheet structures become competitive when
R=H. The sixfold conformation is also predicted to be of
lower energy than the fourfold conformation that has been
experimentally inferred with larger R groups. Structural
properties such as helical pitch and handedness are of obvious
importance in biology where α-helices and β-sheets have pro-
found influence on biological activity. Different main-chain con-
formations can display different optical properties, and non–
HCN-based chiral polyisocyanides, with either right-handedness
or left-handedness, have been synthesized (15). The conforma-
tion–band gap connection shown in Fig. 4 is an extreme example
of a structure–function relationship, and our results carry with
them a suggestion of utility: The conformations of pI, consisting
formally of hydrogen isocyanide units, may be valuable models for
functional materials design. The purposeful design of ferroelectric
materials that respond to external electric fields is one example.
Consider, for instance, the alignments of local dipoles arising
from =NH groups and how polarization is generated along the
chain axis in 6 (Fig. 2), whereas this is not possible in 7 or 8.
Other examples include the design of nanowires for devices
and, as we have speculated, chiral catalysts. This could be un-
dertaken by chemically modifying (and rigidifying) a pI scaffold.
Therefore, in addition to being of interest for prebiotic chemistry

in the outer solar system, the pI polymer holds promise as an
instructive model material for the study of emergent properties,
including semiconduction, ferroelectricity, and catalysis.

Materials and Methods
Extended Calculations. Extended DFT calculations were performed using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), version 5.3.5 (35, 36). Geometries
were optimized using the Predew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) (37) generalized
gradient approximation functional. Standard projected augmented wave
potentials (36, 38) were used together with a plane-wave kinetic energy
cutoff of 600 eV. Brillouin zone sampling was performed on Γ-centered k
meshes with a reciprocal space resolution of at least 2π × 0.03 Å−1. Energies
and forces were converged to <1 meV per atom. For 1D chains, each chain
was separated by >10 Å in the periodic calculation, and the k-mesh density
refers to the length dimension along the chain. We used the Heyd–Scuseria–
Ernzerhof (HSE06) (39, 40) screened-hybrid functional for final estimates to
relative energies and band gaps. HSE06 has a reported mean absolute error
of 0.2 eV for band gaps (41).

Structure Searching. Chain conformations and 3D lattices were surmised by
a hybrid approach: chain conformations corresponding to structures 5 and
7 were identified by geometric optimization of manually constructed molec-
ular 20-mer structures in vacuum. Molecular calculations were performed us-
ing the hybrid ωB97X-D (42) density functional in conjunction with a 6-31+G(d,p)
basis set, as implemented in Gaussian 09 revision D01 (43). ωB97X-D is a
general-purpose DFT functional with demonstrated high accuracy for ther-
mochemistry for main group elements. Optimized molecular structures were
subsequently used to create input for periodic DFT calculations. Other chain
conformations (3, 4, and 6) were identified by particle-swarm optimization
(PSO) structure searches. The PSO searches were performed by coupling VASP
with the CALYPSO code (44). Identification of representative 3D lattices of pI
was possible following repeated PSO searches over the H1C1N1 stoichiometry,
while allowing for 1–6 units of HCN per unit cell. The final structures [1D chains
3–8 (Fig. 2) and select 3D lattices thereof (SI Appendix)] span a wide and
representative range of N=C–C=N dihedral angles. A very large number of
other conformations are, of course, also possible. The exact 3D structures
are unlikely to represent the thermodynamic global minimum of the
corresponding 1D chains in the condensed phase, but they do represent
reasonable approximations to the influence of a chemical environment
(∼1 kcal/mol, HCN).

Thermal Corrections. The combined HSE06/PBE approach reasonably repro-
duces the National Institute of Standards and Technology experimental heat
of sublimation of crystalline HCN (ΔHsub,calc, 7.4 kcal/mol, and ΔHsub,exp,
9.0 kcal/mol, determined between 202 and 254 °C), when corrections for
thermal motion and consideration of rotational and translational degrees
of freedom are included (the thermally noncorrected ΔEsub,calc is 8.2 kcal/mol).
Thermal corrections were obtained by phonon calculations, which proceeded
following the calculation of tightly converged (1 × 10−8 eV/HCN) PBE ge-
ometries. Force constants were obtained through the direct method (45), i.e.,
from Hellmann–Feynman forces induced by small displacements introduced
to a [5 × 5 × 5]-supercell of the HCN crystal unit cell, using the PHONOPY
1.9.7 code (46). Phonon calculations could not be performed on pI. Near free
rotation around carbon–carbon bonds is implied by similar energies of many
different conformers. This, in combination with the possibility of irrational
helical pitches requires the use of large unit cells, which make such calcu-
lations prohibitively expensive. Analytical vibrational analyses on the mo-
lecular 20-mer models of 6, 5, and 7 did, however, identify those as true
minima on the potential energy surface, which allowed for calculation of
thermal and entropic (1 atm, 90 K) correction for the gas phase polymerization
reaction.

Electronic Structure Analysis. pCOHP (47) bonding analyses and orbital pro-
jections of pI’s density of state were done using the LOBSTER program (48).

SI Appendix. SI Appendix includes further comments on the electronic struc-
ture of pI, including frontier orbitals of select 20-mer models and band-
decomposed charge densities of extended systems; summation of relative
energies, structures and band gaps of 1D chains and corresponding 3D
lattices, and xyz coordinates and unit cells of all structures considered; and
description of the thermodynamic cycle used to approximate condensed-
phase polymerization.
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